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OPOSED DECISION CONCERNING REOUEST FOR INTERIM RELIEF

On July 27, 1993, the National Association of Government Employees (NAGE),
Local Rl-152, which represents a unit of certain employees in Jewett City, filed with the
Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor Board) a complaint in Case No.
MPP-15,702 alleging that the Borough of Jewett City had violated 57-470(a)(6)  of the
Municipal Employee Relations Act (the Act). Essentially, NAGE alleged that the Borough
was failing to comply with a stipulated arbitration award involving the parties, which was
issued on May 11, 1993. Subsequently, on November 5, 1993, the NAGE complaint was
amended to add an allegation that the Borough’s action violated 57-470(a)(4)  of the Act by its
failure to bargain in good faith with the Union regarding the stipulated arbitration award; in
particular, NAGE cited the Borough’s filing of a memorandum of law opposing confirmation
of that stipulated award.

On February 8, 1994, NAGE filed a second amended complaint which added the
Receiver, C. Francis Driscoll,’  as a respondent, and cited the Receiver’s rejection of the
May 11, 1993 award and his action setting forth the terms of what he deemed a new
collective bargaining agreement. On March 18, 1994, NAGE filed a third amended
complaint which added the Receiver as a Respondent and added the additional specification
that the Respondents’ actions constituted a repudiation of a valid collective bargaining
agreement.

The IBPO cornplaintS

On July 27, 1993, the International Brotherhood of Police Offkers,  Local 564, (the
IBPO),which represents a unit of police officers in Jewett City, filed with the Labor Board a
complaint with the same allegations as NAGE had made against the Borough. Similarly, its
complaint was amended on November 5, 1993 to add an additional allegation against the
Borough, and was again amended on March 18, 1994 to add the Receiver as a respondent.
The substance of the IBPO’s  amended complaints was the same as the NAGE amended
complaints, with the additional specification of the claim that the Borough and Receiver’s
actions constituted a repudiation of a collective bargaining agreement.

’ Driscoll was appointed the Receiver of the Borough by the Governor on June 23, 1993 in accordance
with the provisions of Special Act 93-4, an Act concerning certain obligations of the Borough of Jewett City.
This Act in Section 1 declared that a financial emergency exists in the Borough and in order to resolve this
emergency, it was necessary  to impart financial movement controls and to create a receivership to review and
conduct the financial affairs of the Borough of Jewett City.
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The Reouests  for Interim Relief

On January 10, 1994, NAGE filed with the Labor Board a Request or “Petition” for
Interim Relief which referred to the alleged prohibited practices of the Borough and the
Receiver and stated that:

“20. There exists a substantial likelihood of irreparable harm to the credibility and
efficacy of NAGE because of the Receiver’s rejection of and modifications to the
Award.”

The Request set forth further statements claiming that the facts met the criteria for the
issuance of Interim Relief. An affidavit of the NAGE president was submitted to support the
claim of irreparable harm to NAGE, which affidavit included statements that the action
would severely undermine the strength and integrity of NAGE.

Also on January 10, 1994, the IBPO, Local 564 fded  its Request for Interim Relief,
which cited the alleged prohibited practices of the Receiver and the Borough and alleged in
part:

“21. There exists a substantial likelihood of irreparable harm to the personal safety
of the police officers who would be forced to perform their law enforcement duties
under severely understaffed and therefore patently unsafe working conditions.

22. Further, IBPO will suffer irreparable harm to its strength and efficacy if it is
unable to prevent the Receiver from repudiating the valid Award.”

An affidavit of the IBPO president was submitted to support these claims.

As Interim Relief, the Unions request that we order the Receiver and the Borough to
abide* by the May 11, 1994 award.

***

On September 22, 1993, at a point prior to the amendment of the complaints to add
the Receiver as a respondent, the Receiver filed a “Motion and Application to Intervene and
be made a Party Defendant”, and supporting brief, with respect to both complaints. The
Motion to Intervene was granted.
herein.

The Receiver was granted full participation in the hearings

On January 21, 1994, the Receiver filed a motion to strike both requests for Interim
Relief in their entirety, based on the claim that the Labor Board is not authorized to issue an
injunction against the Receiver or the Borough in this case. In essence, the Receiver
contended that no Interim Relief could issue against the Receiver as it was not a municipal
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employer within the meaning of the Act. The Receiver maintained that no relief could issue
against the Borough because it was not the entity responsible for the alleged prohibited
practice and “any injunction  issued against the Borough in regard to this case would not bind
the Receiver, and thus, be of no effect since the Borough is not in control”. A brief hearing
and oral argument was held on the motion on February 4, and February 28, 1994, and the
Union filed a brief in opposition to the motion on February 23, 1994. This motion was
denied on March 11, 1994.

The Request for Interim Relief was heard before Margaret A. Lareau in accordance
with the procedures set forth in Regulations $7-471-36,  including $7-471-36(f).*  Hearings
were held on March 17, 18, and 22, 1994. The Receiver sought to present comprehensive
evidence as to the issue of the likelihood of success on the merits, evidence which was
similar to that which it would present in a hearing of the merits of the underlying complaint.
Counsel for the Unions was agreeable to this comprehensive approach, so broad latitude was
afforded to the parties to present evidence. Following the hearing on March 22, the parties
were allowed to submit additional rebuttal evidence and additional evidence by the
presentation of affidavits and exhibits .3 Briefs were filed by all parties, the last of which

’ Sec. 7-471-36.  Interim relief pending final disposition
(a) Following the date on which a complaint has been made to the board concerning an

ongoing violation of the act, the complainant may request the board to issue an interim order requiring
the respondent to cease and desist from such act or practice until the board has made its final
debxmination. Such request must clearly and specifically state with certainty and definiteness all the
essential facts relied upon by complainant to show that he has met the standards contained in subsection
(g),  infra. The facts alleged in said request must be supported by affidavits which shall be made on
personal knowledge and shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence before the board
at a formal hearing, and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters
stated therein. Sworn or certified copies of all papers or parts thereof referred to in an affidavit shall
be attached thereto.

***

(f)  If  a single member of the board hears the motion. that member shall issue a nrooosed
decision within ten (10)  davs of the close of the hearing, and if no obiections  are filed it will be the
decision of the board on the motion for interim relief. Specific written obj&io~  to the proposed
decision must be filed within five (5)  days, and the board may in its discretion conduct a hearing on the
objections, but in any case, the board shall issue a decision on the motion within twenty (20) days of
the issusnce  of the pmposed decision.

’ The following additional exhibits were received in evidence:

Ex. 40 - Writ of Mandamus with attachments (replacing prior copy)

Ex. 41 - Withdrawal of Mandamus action.

Ex. 42 - Affidavit of C. Francis Driscoll with attachments.

(continued.. .)



was received April 27, 1994.4  All parties waived the regulatory lo-day period for issuance
of this proposed decision.

Based on the whole record, which has been established thus far, and based on the
arguments before me, the following represents a Proposed Decision concerning the Request
for Interim Relief. Under Regulations #7471-36(f),  in the absence of the filing of specific
written objections within five days, the proposed decision will become the decision of the
Board on the Request for Interim Relief.

<

BRIEF SUMMARY OF FACTS

The parties here are embroiled in a dispute arising from the institution of a Receiver
to manage the affairs of the Borough of Jewett City, pursuant to Special Act 93-4. The
Special Act detailed the structure of the receivership and the authority of the Receiver. The
receivership was officially instituted by vote of the freemen of the borough on June 12,
1993, and the Receiver was appointed by the Governor on June 23, 1993.

Shortly after the institution of the receivership, the Receiver, C. Francis Driscoll,
concluded that two collective bargaining agreements, that were the product of so-called
“Stipulated Awards” in the binding arbitration process, were invalid. The awards, ,which
involved the IBPO and NAGE units, were issued on May 11, 1993. On July 26, 1993, the
Receiver notified the Unions that, after consulting with the Attorney General’s office, he
believed the stipulated awards were subject to his review under Special Act 93-4 and that,
therefore, the prior contracts would remain in effect. Driscoll treated the terms contained in
the stipulated award as terms of a -4 contract rather than terms of an actual collective
bargaining agreement. Terms of a “proposed contract” are subject to the approval and
modification of the Receiver as set forth in Special Act 93-4, $7(8)?  Also 57(10)  of the

y..  .continued)
Ex. 43 - Legislative History of Bill 7292.

Ex. 44 - Affidavit of J. Larry Foy.

’ The parties filed excellent briefs which were of great assistance.

Section 7(8)  of the Special Act reads in pertinent park

He shall approve or reject all collective bargaining agreements, or amendments thereto, to be entered
into by the borough. If the receiver rejects a proposed collective bargaining agreement, the parties to
the agreement will have ten days from the date of the receiver’s rejection to consider the receiver’s
concerns. In rejecting an agreement, the receiver shall indicate the specific provisions of the proposed
or existing agreement which caused the rejection, as well as his rationale for the rejection. The

(continued.. .)
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Special Act grants the Receiver the authority to “set aside any contracts which have not been
authorized in accordance with the requirements of any federal, state, or local law”.

During the fall of 1993, Driscoll provided the parties an opportunity to contribute
suggestions and argument with respect to any action Driscoll might take on the terms of what
he deemed the “proposed contract”. The Unions and Borough did not participate. The
Unions believed that the Receiver was exceeding his powers, which did not include
modifying a valid collective bargaining agreement and that they had collective bargaining
agreements in place by virtue of the May 11 Stipulated Awards. Ultimately, Driscoll chose
to reject various terms of the “proposed contract”/stipulated  awards and instituted his own
alternate terms. His final  terms, issued on December 20, 1993 (the “December 20 terms”),
included changes, additions, and deletions from the stipulated awards. Among those actions
which departed from the former Stipulated Award, and which are’of  major concern to the
IBPO in the police unit, are the Receiver’s elimination of wage increases, .minimum  call-in
pay, the provision for minimum manpower, and the severance benefit package, which would
become effective in the event of dissolution of the Police Department.6 With respect to the
NAGE unit, the Receiver eliminated, among other items, wage increases, severance package,
and various other  benefits.

In rejecting the existing terms of what the Receiver labeled the “proposed
agreements” (i.e., the “Stipulated Award”), the Receiver briefly explained, in writing, the
basis of his actions. With respect to the manning clause in the IBPO unit, the Receiver
stated,  “The Borough can no longer be held to a manning clause. This clause recently cost
the Borough $4,000 on top of unemployment compensation. Manning requirements diminish
management rights. * (Ex.  11). The manning clause at issue herein, as previously interpreted
and applied, provided for an extra officer  on duty during peak hours, thus ensuring that
officers answering a call or attending to an incident would have a readily available backup.

Within the strictures of the receivership, the Borough continues as an entity. In early

‘(...contimled)
receiver may, at his option, indicate the total cost impact or savings he would find acceptable in a new
agreement . After the expiration of such ten-day period, the receiver shall approve or reject any revised
agreement . If the parties have been unable to reach a revised agreement or the receiver rejects such a
revised agreement, the receiver shall set forth the terms of the new agreement, which shall be binding
upon the parties. Before the receiver establishes the terms of the new agreement and before he makes
a determination to reject a proposed agreement, the receiver shall provide the parties an opportunity to
make a presentation to him. The receiver shall not be limited to consideration and inclusion in the
collection [sic] bargaining agreement of matters raised or negotiated by the parties. The staff of the
state board of mediation and arbitration shall provide support to the receiver in connection with the
performance of his duties and powers hereunder with respect to labor contracts and collective
bargaining agreements.

6 It is the publicly stated intention of the Receiver to dissolve the Police Department effective June 30,
1994, and obtain other arrangements for the provision of police services. The Union is not challenging that
proposed action herein.
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July, 1993, shortly after the inception of the receivership, the Borough implemented various
monetary and benefit terms which were set forth in the May 11, 1993 Stipulated Award.
Later in July, the Receiver rescinded the Borough’s implementation of the May 11, 1993
award and ordered the Borough to revert to the old pay rates, and such was done. The
Warden of the Borough, William Maynard, its chief executive officer, was not actually
involved in this directive and action, but concurred in this action. The initial filing of the
complaints herein was prompted by the withdrawal of the benefits of the Stipulated Award.
Already pending, at this time, were the Unions’ motions in court (filed June 25, 1994) to
confirm the Stipulated Awards. On September 28, 1993, the Borough, through counsel, fded
a Memorandum in Opposition to the Unions’ Motions to Confirm (Rx. S),  arguing that the
confirmation be denied in order to allow the intervening Receiver to exercise the authority to
formulate and implement “a Borough recovery plan, in keeping with the purpose of the
Special Act”. Several months later, on December 10, 1993, the Borough, through counsel,
wrote to Receiver Driscoll citing the Borough’s duty to bargain in good faith, noting the
prior stipulated award, and, on this basis, declining to recommend new contract terms or
comment on Driscoll’s proposed terms.

DISCUSSIOly

Our statutory authority to an order of Interim Relief is found in Conn. Gen. Stat.
$7-471(5)(E)  which states:

“If, by the thirtieth day following the date on which a complaint citing a violation of
section 7470 was made to the board, said board has not determined whether a
prohibited practice has been or is being committed and if the violation is of an
ongoing nature, said board may issue and cause to be served on the party committing
the act or practice cited in such complaint an order requiring such party to cease and
desist from such act or practice until said board has made its determination.”

In the present case, by the thirtieth day following the Union’s Complaint, the Board
had not determined whether a prohibited practice had been or was being committed and the
Union had made a request for Interim Relief. The alleged violation is of an ongoing nature.

Section 7-471-36(g)  of the Board’s regulations sets forth the standards to be applied in
determining whether to issue an Interim Order. That Section states:

(g) In determining whether to issue an interim order the board shall consider

(1) the harm to the complainant if an interim order is not issued; including
whether irreparable injury, loss, or damage will result,

(2) the harm to the respondent if an interim order is issued,
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(3) the probability of success on the merits by the complainant, and

(4) the interests of the public.

Thus, with respect to each Union’s complaint, we must assess the Requests for
Interim Relief according to these listed factors, weighing them carefully according to the
totality of circumstances. We must assess the requests separately for each bargaining unit as
against each respondent -- i.e., the Receiver and the Borough. In making a decision on
interim relief under our Regulations, we should ordinarily require the party requesting relief
to meet standards which are similar, but not identical, to those required by the courts with
respect to temporary injunctions. As argued by the Receiver, interim relief, like an
injunction, is an extraordinary remedy, and it should only be granted in limited
circumstances. & Waterbury Teachers Assn. v. Civil Service Commission, 178  Conn.
573, 577 (1979) (“extraordinary remedy of an injunction”); KarZs v. Alexandre  Realty
Corpomtion,  179 Conn. 390,401, 402. 426 A.2d  784 (1980).

Importantly, if a party requesting interim relief fails to establish that it will suffer
harm of a nature warranting interim relief, then the party’s request must fail, even if the
other factors weigh in its favor. I conclude that such is the case here. The evidence here
fails to establish that the harm to the Union warrants interim relief. Accordingly, this
criteria is the focus of my discussion below, and I make only brief comments concerning the
other factors.

I . “Harm to the comnlainant  if an interim order is not issued: including whether irrenarable. .
~nmry.  loss. or damage will result.”

I.A. The standard

The Receiver correctly states that “courts have consistently required that a plaintiff
seeking an injunction establish, (1) a substantial probability that the alleged harm will occur,
and 2) that such harm will be irreparable, if it occurs, upon a denial of an application for a
temporary injunction. E.g., Int’l.  Assn. of Firefighters  Local  786 v. Senumi,  26 Conn.
App. 610, 614, 616, 602 A.2d  1067 (1992) (Citing & Karls v. Alexandm  Rea&
Corpomtion,  sup@;  (Silitschanu  v. Groesbeck, 12 Conn. App. 57, 65, 529 A.2d  732
(1987),  sfsd,  208 Conn. 312, 543 A.2d  737 (1988)). Additionally, beyond establishing the
probability that the harm will occur and that the harm will be irreparable, the harm must be

. demonstrated to be serious. & Waterbury Teachers Assn. v. Civil Service Commission,
supre;  & c(ity  of Stamford, Decision No, 2623 (1988) at p. 14. The standards set forth in
the regulations are similar, but not identical, to those enunciated by the courts. We have
noted previously the need to establish a substantial likelihood of harm in order to meet our
first criteria, which requires consideration of the “Harm to the complainant . . . including
whether irreparable injury, loss, or damage will result”. h City of New Haven, Decision
No. 2824 (1990). Certainly this wording also requires us to place special weight on whether
the harm is irreparable and we have done so in past cases. & Town of Wilton,  Decision
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No. 2219 (1983) (absence of irreparable harm as one of the bases for denial of Interim
Relief.) See also City  of New Haven, supm.T h u s ,  i n  t h i s  c a s e  I  f o c u s  o n  w h e t h e r  t h e r e  i s
a substantial likelihood of harm, whether that harm is serious, and whether it is irreparable.

J.B. The harm

The IBPO alleges two categories of harm: 1) that the Receiver’s elimination of
IBPO’s  minimum manpower provision contained in the “stipulated award” poses an
immediate threat to the safety of the police officers, and 2) that the Respondents’ actions in
rejecting and repudiating the Stipulated Award severely undermine the integrity and efficacy
of the Union. NAGE (which had no minimum manpower provision) alleges only the latter
category of harm.

I.B. 1. The manning issue

Given the above-described standards, I must determine, with respect to the manning
issue, whether there is a substantial probability that the alleged harm will occur, whether the
harm is serious, and whether that harm is irreparable in character.

The first question is whether there is a “substantial probability” of serious harm. This
question has several component issues. The Union alleges that “the Receiver’s elimination of
IBPO’s  minimum manpower provision poses an immediate threat to the safety of the police
officers”. The component issues include an assessment of, 1) the harm which would result
from reduced manning, and 2) the significance of the fact that the Receiver, while purporting
to eliminate the contractual restriction on minimum manning, has not, in practice, reduced
the manning levels.

I conclude that the evidence presented establishes that a reduction in manning on the
peak shifts would substantially increase the &k  of serious injury to police officers? I also

’ The Union has, for twenty years, been the beneficiary of the practice of the Chief to cover peak hours
-with manning that enables at least two Borough Officers to report to an incident or to be available nearby to be
called as a backup. This practice was elevated to a co&actual  guarantee in the 1990 contract and then
contained in the disputed Stipulated Agreement.
on peak hours is a significant safety measure.

This background is a strong indication that the added manning
The current practice on peak hours, when the haxards are

greatest, clearly permits two officers to go to a call if the dispatcher deems it hazardous at the outset, and
permits a back-up officer to report routinely to another officer’s call when the “back-up” officer is not detained
by his own assignment. Finally, if an officer arrives at a call, and only then determines his need for assistance,
he can radio for assistance from his car or portable radio to his. dispatcher and sometimes directly to his fellow
officer. The response time is one or two minutes. In contrast, if the manning is not kept at the existing levels
during peak hours, a combination of scheduling and unpredicted absences will dramatically increase the number
of instances when there is only one officer on duty for these peak hours, with absolutely no backup from the
Borough force other than a “beeper” system that is unreliable. While the Receiver emphasizes the availability
of State Troopers as backup, their average response time varies from ten to fifteen minutes, and requires an
express call initiated by the dispatcher or the officer in need of help. Thus, reliance on the Troopers for

(continued.. .)
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conclude that if the reduced manning at peak hours was implemented, this increase in the
risk would constitute serious irreparable harm and would be sufficient to warrant interim
relief unless other considerations outweighed it. In police safety matters, &,k  looms as a
large concern because the risk is associated with encounters with serious or deadly force. If
police officers have experienced a limited risk of serious injury and the risk rises to a
moderate level, the officers are justifiably concerned. For example, if the risk of serious
injury is one incident in a thousand, and that risk rises to one in a hundred, the situation is
ten times as risky as before even though there may not be a substantial probability of serious
injury.

The above discussion, however, does not resolve the present dispute, because the
Receiver, while purporting to eliminate the contractual restriction on minimum manning, has
not, in fact, reduced the manning levels. Clearly, the contractual guarantee has been
repudiated by the Receiver by virtue of his rejection of the stipulated agreement and by his
failure to include a manning provision in the “replacement” contract. However, despite
making other changes associated with implementation of his new “December 20, 1993
terms”, he has not changed the actual manning practice.

The Union acknowledges this fact but argues that there is still serious harm despite
the absence of a change in practice, relying on the statement of its President that under the
Receiver’s December 20th terms, the Receiver can “for whatever reason . , . change [the
manning practice] tomorrow, next’ week” .* As of the institution of the purported terms, the
Union had good cause to believe the Receiver would probably reduce the manning.
Specifically, the Receiver was vigorously pursuing measures to improve the financial

‘(...continued)
back-up places the officer at risk for longer periods, and totally eliminates the common practice of the Borough
officer routinely reporting to the site of his fellow officer’s call or being dispatched there and arriving almost
simultaneously. Importantly, there was considerable unrebutted testimony, at the hearing, by two officers, of
the risks to safety posed by reduced manning, as well as a few references to incidents where being the only
officer at a call was hazardous. Also, the Chief testified that reduced manning would probably represent a
safety haxard to the officers.

The Receiver stresses that there was only evidence of one actual injury on a “one-man” call, and argues
that the Union did not establish that extra manning would have avoided the accident. However, this paucity of

. historical incidents occurred in the context of a twenty-year practice to provide extra manning at peak times.
Thus, in the past, there were limited occasions when only one man was on duty and exposed to related hazards.
Additionally, it was the Police Chief himself who testified regarding these two past incidents, where reduced
manning caused injuries to officers.

’ From a strictly legal standpoint, if a valid award or contract is in effect, the Receiver has no authority to
change the manning clause, and he does not gain that authority simply by instituting his own terms. On the
other hand, if the Receiver is correct that no valid award exists and that no contract is in effect, then he is not
restricted by the stipulated award, and any change in the manning clause is not a repudiation of a contract or
award.
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condition of the Borough and had expressly stated his reasons for eliminating the manning
requirement, which amounted to cost factors and his belief that the clause infringed on
management rights. At that point, the Receiver’s statement amounted to a real threat to
eliminate the practice.

However, the determination on this request for interim relief, lie a request for
injunctive relief before a court, must be made based on the facts as of the time of the
hearing. & hew’s  Enterprises, Inc. v. International Alliance of l7aeattical  Stage
Employees, 127 Conn. 415, 17 A.2d  525 (1941). As of these hearings in March, 1994,
three months after the institution of terms, the Receiver had not instituted changes in
manning and stated that it was not his intention to do so. Thus, the threat has dissipated. As
stated with respect to injunctive relief,

“The extraordinary nature of injunctive relief requires that the harm complained of Ls
Qccurrina  or will occur if the injunction is not granted. Although an absolute
certainty is not required, it must appear that there is a substantial probability that but
for the issuance of the injunction, the party seeking it will suffer irreparable harm.
[citations omitted] [emphasis added]” Karls v. Alexandm  Realty Corporation,
supm.

Based on the facts as of ,the  time of the hearing, I am not convinced that the reduction
in manning “will occur”, or that there is a substantial probability that it will occur.
However, any future clear indication of an intention of the Receiver to reduce the minimum
manning, or an actual reduction, would certainly constitute a substantial probability of
serious irreparable harm.

In sum, the loss of the Receiver’s commitment to a written manning requirement,
without an active threat to implement it, is not grounds for interim relief because that loss
has not caused a substantial probability of serious harm (i.e., the increased risk of injury).
This is solely a conclusion bearing on the request for interim relief; this is not to say that the
withdrawal of the active threat dissipates the underlying alleged prohibited practices.

The Harm to The Strength and Efficacv  of IBPO

The IBPO asserts that the Receiver’s and Borough’s repudiation of the stipulated
agreement seriously undermines the strength and efficacy of the Union. It elicited brief
testimony from the IBPO Local President describing the sense of futility associated with
having had a stipulated agreement that was “nullified” by the Receiver, who has canceled and
superseded several terms, e.g., wage increases, severance package. NAGE elicited brief
testimony from the NAGE Local President concerning low morale and a decline in work
performance. Although the Union alleged that two unit employees had resigned due to the
Receiver’s actions, the evidence in total fails to establish this claim. Neither does the
evidence show whether the frustration or low morale which does exist is based entirely on
the Receiver’s action repudiating the Stipulated Award, or whether it is also based on the
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Receiver’s expressed intent to dissolve the Police Department.

With regard to the severity of the harm to the Unions’ standing and efficacy in the
eyes of its members, I note that evaluating this category of harm involves matters of degree.
I believe granting Interim Relief on the basis requested should require a very high showing
of harm because most prohibited practices undermine a union’s strength to some extent, and
Interim Relief is designed to be an extraordinary remedy. If interim relief is to remain
useful in those extraordinary cases, the process must not be overburdened by a deluge of
cases involving lesser harm.

I find the harm to the Unions to be neither irreparable nor sufficiently severe to
warrant Interim Relief. The level of harm here is significantly less than in two of
Connecticut cases cited by the parties, in which an injunction was granted based upon the
harm to the integrity or power of the Union, & Local 818 v. Town of East Haven, 42
Conn. Supp. 227, 614 A.2d  1260 (1992); Local 45 v. Uniroyal, Inc., 27 Conn. Supp. 155,
232 A.2d  505 (1967). In East  Haven the Court did enjoin the Town’s action of terminating
five employees due to a change in mayoral administrations, stating that “harm to the union
would be both substantial and irreparable in the form of an abiding disillusionment with the
union that was formed in large part to protect its members . . .”  from such political
terminations. In contrast, the action taken by the Receiver in the present case does not fly in
the face of the very reason for the Union existence, as it did in East  Haven. Neither does it
carry with it the tone of flouting statutory obligations, which is in the background in ,Easf
Haven as well as in City  of New  Haven, Decision No. 2824-A (1990),  in which we granted
Interim Relief to stop the City from reducing wages and benefits in the midst of the
representation process. Also, here the Union is well-established, and has had many years to
earn the support of its members, in contrast to the young union in Easf  Haven. In ‘sum, on a
continuum of harm to a union’s strength and efficacy, the harm here is significantly below
that seen in East  Haven.

Similarly, the harm to the integrity and power of the union in Local  45 v. Unimyul,
Inc., supm  was more severe than the harm to the Union here. In Uniroyal, the employer
had obtained the Union’s agreement to provide for an orderly shutdown of the plant in
advance of a strike and to provide maintenance, in exchange for the employer’s commitment
that during the strike no unit work would be performed by non-bargaining unit personnel.
The employer openly breached this agreement by resuming production with non-unit
personnel. The court granted an injunction based in large part on the damage to the Union,
and it emphasized that the actions “sounded the death knell of its effectiveness”. Uniroyal,
supm at 162. Clearly, the action in Uniroyal  went to the very heart of the Union’s
existence, which I do not find to be the case here.

Thus, I find the Unions here do not suffer serious harm, and any harm which is
suffered here, is not irreparable. I note that the IBPO and NAGE have a pending court
action to confirm the stipulated award. These prohibited practices are also pending. These
actions have been vigorously pursued. If the Union’s complaint has merit, then there will be
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adequate restoration of the challenged contract terms and in all likelihood a make whole
remedy. By these actions, the IBPO has ‘sufficient opportunity to recoup any loss of standing
with the members of the bargaining unit as an entity which provides protection to the unit.

Since I deny Interim Relief based on assessment of the nature of the harm the Union
would suffer from denial of relief, I address the other factors only briefly at this time.
Specifically, I only comment that the criteria of “Harm to the Respondent” and “The  Public
Interest” would not represent significant factors militating against issuance of interim relief if
the Union had established a substantial probability of serious harm. Since it is not necessary
to my disposition of this Request that I determine the likelihood of success on the merits, I
decline to address that issue, reserving comments on the merits until the case-in-chief is
decided.

In sum, because the evidence fails to establish that the Union will suffer harm of a
nature warranting interim relief, the Request for Interim Relief is denied.

PROPOSED ORDER DENYING INTERIM RELIEF

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is hereby

ORDERED, that the Request for Interim Relief filed herein be and the same hereby is
denied.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

s/Margaret A. Lareau
Margaret A. Lareau,
Chairman
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TO:

Richard J. Duda,  Esq., Town Attorney
110 Main Street
Jewett City, Connecticut 06351

Robyn C. Kaplan, Esq.
NAGE/IBPO
346 Main Street
Cromwell, Connecticut 06416

Beth Z. Margulies, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
55 Elm Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06101

William Maynard, Warden
Borough of Jewett City
Town Hall
School Street
Jewett City, Connecticut 06351

Police Department
Borough of Jewett City
Town Hall
School Street
Jewett City, Connecticut 06351

C. Francis Driscoll
Borough of Jewett City
Town Hall
School Street
Jewett City, Connecticut 06351
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